SYNTHGRAPHICS

Thank You for you purchase from SynthGraphics!
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Place overlay on a flat surface and allow it time to flatten back out, usually about 30 minutes.

2.

Remove slider caps and store in a safe place. Move sliders the bottom position.

3.

Clean and wipe down front panel area. Make sure there is no dirt, wax, or other contaminates that
would effect the overlay from adhering correctly. We recommend cleaning with alcohol right before
applying. NOTE: You do NOT need to sand the front panel area; you may accidently sand beyond
the overlay boarders.

4.

We recommend practicing how it will be applied BEFORE removing the protective sheet.

5.

Pull back the left half of the protective sheet and cut it off with scissors.

6.

Use the half WITH the protective sheet to align the overlay, and then gently apply the second half
without the protective sheet. DO NOT press firmly yet in case you need to re-align the overlay.

7.

Use the TOP of the BANK & PATCH cut outs to align the overlay, this is longest straight area and
will provide the most accurate alignment. DO NOT use the bottom as a guide.

8.

Now pull back the second half of the protective sheet and gently apply the remaining overlay.

9.

At this point, if you applied it gently, you may pull the overlay back off if it is not aligned correctly.

10. Once you are happy with the alignment, apply firm pressure to the entire overlay. It will create a full
bond within 12-24hrs (per 3M specs). However, you can use your synth it before this happens, it
will not slip or move.
11. Re-install slider caps. NOTE: The sliders used by Roland are wedge shaped and you can push the
caps on too far even before the overlay was installed, common with the Juno-106. So make sure not
to push them too far down. Using a business card as a gapper works best.

Enjoy!
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